
Lyman Mold " Tune Up "
By  Ben Hays

I purchased a nice Lyman, 357446 , 2 cav. mold from a board member a few days ago. The 
mold arrived today.

I decided to give the mold my usual " Tune Up ". I'd like to point out that this is a very nice 
mold and my work today to this mold is not an indication of anything that I consider to be a 
problem by the seller. As a matter of fact, this mold is several steps above what I purchase at 
gun shows, and from other individuals.

When I decided to begin work on this mold today, I also decided to get my Dig. Camera out 
and shoot a few photos as I worked, hoping that it might be of some help to some of you.

Most of the work that is needed to a used Lyman mold has to do with the techniques that are 
used by Lyman to produce their molds ( such as stamping out their sprue plates, and the use 
of those **** split ring washers under their sprue plates. A little bit of time spent on a used 
Lyman ( or for that matter, a lot of other brands of molds also ) can make the casting life of the 
mold a lot longer and much more pleasant for the mold owner.





















The total amount of time invested in this mold was between 45 minutes and 1 hour.  This 
mold is now a pleasure to use now.  No bullets sticking in the cavities, no sprues sticking in 
the sprue plate holes, great mold fill out and some very nice bullets.

The next time you acquire a used Lyman Mold, use this technique on it, I think you'll be glad 
that you did.

Thanks,

Ben Hays


